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Declaration issued by President of India under Article 370(3) of Indian Constitution with recommendation of Parliament
- Abrogated Article 370
- Applying all provisions of Indian Constitution, without any modifications or exceptions, to J&K

The Constitution (Application to Jammu and Kashmir) Order, 2019 - Issued by President of India under article 370(1)
- Removed Article 35A
- Provisions of Constitution of India, without any exceptions and modifications, applicable to J&K

Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Bill, 2019 becomes an Act

Jammu and Kashmir Reservation (Amendment) Act, 2019
- People living near International Border in J&K get 3% reservation, in line with reservation to those living along LoC

Amarnath Yatra 2019
- 3,42,883 Yatris had safe and secure darshan
- Higher by nearly 20% as compared to 2018
National Investigation Agency (NIA) Act, 2008 amended
- NIA gets **Extra Territorial Jurisdiction**, power to investigate terror cases involving Indian citizens/property, beyond Indian borders
- NIA mandate expanded to include new offences like explosive substances, human traffickings, manufacturing/sale of prohibited arms and cyber terrorism, in its Schedule

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA), 1967 amended
- Central Government empowered to designate **Individual as Terrorist**
- NIA empowered to **seize/forfeit property** representing proceeds of terrorism
- Compliant with International Conventions regarding Nuclear Terrorism
- After the recent amendment of UAPA, four individuals viz., Maulana Masood Azhar, Hafiz Muhammad Saeed, Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi and Dawood Ibrahim have been proscribed as Terrorists
- New York Based ‘Sikhs For Justice’ (SFJ) declared Unlawful Association on 10.07.19 Notification under provisions of UAPA, 1967

National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal launched
- Citizen-centric Initiative - [www.cybercrime.gov.in](http://www.cybercrime.gov.in)
- Public can report all Cyber Crimes without visiting Police Station
- Complaints accessible online to law enforcement agencies of respective States/UTs
National Register of Citizens (NRC), Assam published on 31.08.2019

- Machinery created for Detection and Deportation of Illegal Immigrants
- ‘In-Principle’ approval given for setting up of 1000 additional Foreigners Tribunals (FTs)
- ‘In-Principle’ approval given to Assam Government for creation of e-FT platform (estimated cost - Rs. 99 crore)

Government of India, Government of Tripura & National Liberation Front of Twipra led by Sabir Kumar Debbarma (NLFT-SD) sign Memorandum of Settlement

- NLFT (SD) to abjure path of violence, join mainstream and abide by Constitution of India.
- Agreed to surrender 88 cadres with their weapons
- Cadres to get surrender benefits as per the Surrender-cum-Rehabilitation Scheme, 2018.
- Government of Tripura to help surrendered cadres in housing, recruitment, education etc.
- Government of India to consider proposals of State Government for economic development of tribal areas of Tripura
International Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI) established

- Knowledge exchange platform on different aspects of disaster and calamity resilience of infrastructure
- Assist countries for Infrastructure Development based on risk context and economic needs
- Pooling of Technological Expertise of stakeholders
- Prime Minister to launch CDRI during UN Climate Action Summit in New York on September 23, 2019

Immediate Visits of Inter Ministerial Central Team (IMCT)

- Preliminary visits by IMCT for on-the-spot assessment of the flood affected States without waiting for Memorandum from them.
- IMCT to visit again for detailed damage assessment, after Memorandum submitted by States
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- Increasing Age of Retirement of CAPFs Personnel to 60 years
  - Ensuring Uniformity in Age of Retirement for Central Armed Police Forces (CAPFs) personnel
  - More than 7 Lakh personnel will be benefitted

- Organized Group ‘A’ Services Status to Officers of CAPFs
  - Grant of Consequential Benefits of Non Functional Financial Upgradation (NFFU) and Non Functional Selection Grade (NFSG)

- National Police University (NPU)
  - ‘In-Principle’ approval given for establishing NPU
  - 100 acres land made available for it
Launch of Census App and Census Portal

- Mobile App for Pre-Test Data Collection started from 12.08.2019 Released on Google Play Store
- Census Management & Monitoring Portal (CMMP) operationalized
Modi Government is synonymous with National Security, Development & Welfare of the Poor. It is a Symbol of Hope for every section of our society. Within 100 days of Modi 2.0, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has taken several Historic Decisions, for which every Indian had been waiting for 70 years.
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